Information Dissolves Malignant Tissues
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The focus of our observation is the atom, which implies information. It has
structure (H.P. DÜRR), which can be altered by a potentized substance
containing information. The mental constitution of the patient, which is partly
conscious, partly unconscious may represents the very source of one’s disease
and indicates a specific remedy. The local symptoms are influenced by the
mental constitution of the patient and are included in the overall picture of the
disease. To indicate the appropriate remedy, history-taking is therefore primarily
based on the life conflict and the mental constitution of the patient. By using this
method, potentized remedies may show a deep action on the life-conflict of the
patient and may be capable even to dissolve malignant tissues to restore health.
For example, derivates of iodine are able to dissolve malignant manifestations
of Hodgkin’s disease. The particular message of iodine may give the patient the
strength and ability to alter and revise one’s opinion as well as one’s mental
concept. Other salts, which contain particular information may be able to alter
malignant tissues in brain tumors and transform them into necrotic residues. Yet
again other salts may stop progressive osteolysis or dissolve bone metastasis.
The action of a potentized remedy on mind and body is of highest rank, and
restores health on all levels. Consequently we trigger a deeper healing effect
than molecular biology does by solely influencing the chemical language at the
cellular level. These elements / salts are simple in their structure (atoms,
molecules), but at the same time the given minerals are likewise associated to
the patient’s life conflict. Indeed, we compare the energized state of the mineral
with the mental constitution of the patient, which is similar to a theme, an
archetype. Information originating from a higher dimensional reality may be
projected onto a screen perceived as a mental or physical entity (D.BOHM). The
tumor may be suggested as a local symptom as a result of the disturbed lifeforce (C. BURNETT) and only as part of the system. Since elements and
minerals are the tiniest and most archaic units, out of which life is made, the
potentized forms may represent pristine archetypes, which have profound
organizing capacities.
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